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ABSTRACT

The first principle discrete variational method in the spin polarized local density ap-
proximation is used to calculate the local pioperties of 15 atom clusters representing
variable crystal size bcc vanadium. Four distinct magnetic configurations are recognized
as the lattice constant varies from 5-4 to 8,4 (a.u.). At the lowest end the clusters are
paramagnetic (PM) whereas at the upper end clusters are ferromagnetic (FM). In be-
tween antiferromagnetic couplings prevail. The local magnetic moment increases, in a
fashion not unlike second order, transitions, from zero in the PM range to non-zero values
in the AFM region. Transitions between other phases are first order. The systematics of
these transitions are ascribed to the general shape of the density of states. The contact
magnetic hyperfine field, charge density and 3d partial occupations at the central sites
are also calculated.
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1 Introduction

Recent developments in vacuum deposition techniques enabled synthesizes of materials
of desired structures, extending from microsuperstractures of elements that form nei-
ther compounds nor solid solutions, to materials possessing tailored phases and crystal
structures. In particular, vanadium superstructures have received a considerable atten-
tion. Superlattices of V with Fe, where both the interfacial Fe and V atoms were found
to retain large antiferromagnetically coupled magnetic moments, had been studied [1],
Vanadium clusters of the size in the range of 100-1000 A were prepared and found to
possess magnetic moments of order I^B Pe r atom from magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments^]. Many experiments have explored the magnetic properties of V grown epitaxially
on Ag [3]. The magnetic structure of the V layers was found to depend on the V coverage,
being antiferromagnetic (AFM) at low coverage and turning into ferromagnetic (FM) as
the coverage increases [4].

Vanadium metal is paramagnetic (PM) at equilibrium lattice constant whereas V free
atom has a magnetic moment of 3/JB- Consequently, it is conceivable that on increasing the
lattice constant the metallic V atoms develop magnetic moments. The issue in question
is then the nature of the magnetic states of the expanded metal.

Hattox et al [5], using the Xa method, found that the non-magnetic V undergoes
a transition to a FM state, on expansion, at about a = 7. (a.u). The details of this
transition were worked out by Moruzzi et al [6], employing the one atom-cell augmented
spherical waves method for the calculation of the total energy at fixed moment. It was
shown that, as the lattice expands, V undergoes a second order phase transition from
the PM state to a low spin FM state, followed by a first order FM transition from the
low spin to a high spin state. Further scrutiny of this transition, using the same method
but with a two atom-cell, resulted in a different description. The initial transition was,
instead, found to be a second order from PM to AFM state [7]; however, the nature of the
transition from the AFM state to the FM high spin state was not described. Furthermore,
Bouarab et al [8] studied the magnetic structure of V as a function of the local exchange
integral J in the Hubbard mode] reaching conclusions similar to those of ref. 7.

In this communication we used the first principle discrete variation method in the spin-
polarized local density approximation to study the magnetic structure of V as a function
of the lattice constant. A short summary of this method is given in the following section.
In section 3 we present and discuss our results following that by some concluding remarks
in the last section.

2 Computational Method

The bcc vanadium is represenented by 15-atom clusters, where the properties of the central
atom, with its complete nearest neighbours (NN) and next nearest neighbours (NNN),
are taken as giving the corresponding properties of a typical atom in V. The atoms at NN
and NNN sites have incomplete shells of neighbours and hence their properties are less
representative of V atoms in vanadium.

The discrete variational method [9], in the spin polarized local density approximation
is used to calculate the eigenstates of the Kohn-Sham equation with the von Barth-Hedin
exchange correlation potential. The self-consistent calculation of the valence eigenstates



was performed using as variational basis a linear combination of atomic orbitals 3d, 4s and
4p, whereas the core states were kept frozen. The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrices were obtained by numerical integration. The pseudorandom diophantine
integration method is augmented as desired by special integration scheme in spherical
volumes about particular atoms. Average properties such as atomic configuration, energy
levels and magnetic moments converge rapidly with a diophantine sample, with 300-400
points per atom being sufficient to satisfactorily determine such properties. Properties
such as contact spin and charge densities which depend sensitively upon wavefunction in
the atomic core region, require a more careful solution of the Kohn-Sham equation in the
region of the probe nucleus. In this region the diophantine points are replaced by a dense
regular (angularxGaussian quadrature) mesh.

The initial potential of all clusters was chosen such that the central atom has zero
moment whereas atoms at NN and NNN sites have parallel moments of 2^B per atom,
which are then left free to converge to the self-consistent values. The contact magnetic
hyperfine field Bhf is treated as a sum of a valence and core contributions [10]. The core
contribution is estimated from its linear dependence on the local 3d moment [11] whereas
the valence contribution is computed directly.

3 Results and Discussion
Representative central site 3d partial occupations (ng(, n-Tj,), local moments {/13d) and
the local moments at the NN (UNU) and NNN (^NNN) sites, obtained using Mulliken
population analysis, are shown in table (1). Also shown are the valence contact charge
density p (in atomic units) and the magnetic hyperfine field By (in Teslas).

The data displayed in the table, as a function of the lattice constant a, represent four
distinct magnetic phases. In the first region, for a < 6.0 the system is PM with effectively
negligible moments, whereas in the second region ( 6.0 < a < 6.6) it is AFM, with the
central atom coupled AFM to the NN and FM to the NNN sites. In between 6.6 and 8.1,
the central moment is coupled AFM to both NN and NNN moments while for the fourth
region, from 8.2 and above, all couplings are FM.

In figure (1), we show the absolute magnetic moment against the lattice constant. The
magnitude of /(3a decreases steadily with decreasing lattice constant. However, in going
from the second to the first region, it drops to vanishingly small values over a small range
of the lattice constant. This transition is accomplished over a width, in lattice constant, of
order 0.1 (a.u) and it merits a second order transition nomenclature in agreement with [7]
and [8]. The transitions between the second and third and the third and fourth regions are
first order. In the latter cases, large magnetic moments are maintained on both sides of
the transition regions, and no gradual change from one phase to the other is conceivable.

The magnitudes of the hyperfine field Bhf versus the lattice constant are also shown
in figure (1). The hyperfine field almost vanishes in the first and fourth regions whereas
its value in the second and third regions is non-zero. The values in the first region are
comperhendable on the basis of vanishing moment there. On the other hand, in the fourth
region, where the local magnetic moment is large, the small value of By is ascribed to
the cancellation of negative core and postive valence contributions.

In our view, the nature of the transitions could be qualitatively understood in terms of
the general shape of the density of states (DOS). The DOS is very broad at small values

of the lattice constant and gradually narrows as the crystal size increases. In the third
and fourth regions it is composed of a narrow single peak per spin direction, as shown in
figure (2). As a result, the atoms in these regions have to be magnetic in accordance with
the Stoner criterion for the existence of magnetism. These magnetic atoms are driven
to conform with one phase or the other through their magnetic coupling. On the other
hand, the broad DOS at the lower end of the lattice constant, allows for gradual build up
of magnetic moments and consequently a non-first order transition through the magnetic
coupling. It was observed, in general, that the small moments are linked to the details
of the local DOS whereas the large moments are insensitive to such details [12]. The
classication of transitions is related to the details of the paramagnetic DOS, n{Ep), at
the Fermi level, through the sign of the quantity (n"(EF)n{EF) - i{n'(EF)f). Negative
signs indicate that second order transitions are favourable while positive signs favours
first order transitions [13].

Moruzzi and Marcus [7] pointed out that more complex phases are attainable through
allowance of more atoms per unit cell. The cluster calculations allow the freedom of
treating the atoms inequivalently. The number of the inequivalent atoms is set by the
point group employed in the calculations. For example for 15-atom clusters under the Oh
symmetry there are three distinct sites. The cluster size in this calculation is small and
larger clusters may shed more light on the structure of the magnetic phases. Furthermore,
we consider only colinear magnetic moments with free magnitudes and orientations; hence
the removal of the colinearity constraint might produce alternative magnetic configura-
tions. In our calculation the magnetic structures are derived from the same initial state;
it is a valid presumption that different initial states, at fixed lattice constant, will produce
the same magnetic structure. This has been confirmed for few cases.

We return to the other local properties to consider their relation with the foremen-
tioned magnetic structures. Figure (3) depict the contact charge density, which is related
to the NMR chemical shift, and the partial 3d occupations. The contact charge density,
in general, decreases with increasing lattice constant, except for stepwise jumps in going
from the second region to the third and from the third to the fourth. These jumps are
correlated with the corresponding jumps in the computed 4s electrons count. Otherwise,
the change with volume follows the trends predicted by Walch and Ellis who attributed
the factors controlling the charge density to potential and distortion contributions [14].
We note that the contact charge density as well as the 4s electron population decrease
continuously from the first region through the second, unaffected by the change in the
magnetic structure in between.

The crytal field splittngs, measured here by the splitting in the occupied T2g and Eg

levels, are small and never exceed about 0.1 eV . The central atom partial nx2l occupation
decreases from about 3 electrons in the first and second regions through about 2.5 in the
third region, reaching about 2 electrons in the fourth region. The BE, occupation varies
in such a way that the total 3d count is reduced slightly from 4 as the lattice constant
increases. These partial occupations are also unchanged in crossing from the first to the
second region.

These trends of the contact charge density and the partial occupations, where no
changes are detected in range of a=6.0 to 6.1, also favour the distinct nature of the PM
to AFM transition from the rest.



4 Conclusion
From the free moment spin polarized local density calculation of 15 atom vanadium clus-
ters, using the discrete variational method, it was found that, on starting from the same
initial state, the self-consistent solutions converge to different states depending on the
lattice constant. Four magnetic configurations were recognized as the lattice constant
was varied from 5.4 to 8.4 (a.u). The magnetic structure which is paramagentic for lattice
constants less than 6.0 changes continuously over small region to AFM phase. This AFM
phase persists up to lattice constants less than 6.6 (a.u). For lattice constants exceeding
8.2 the structure is FM whereas in between the AFM and FM phases the structure is
complex. The transitions between the latter phases were found to be sharp and effec-
tively of first order nature. This behaviour is ascribed to the general shape of the density
of states which is broad at small lattice constants and narrows as lattice size increases.

The contact magnetic hyperfine field at the central site was found to follow the trends
in the local magnetic moment; however, small values were obatamed in FM region due
to cancellations in the core valence contributions. On the other hand, the central atom
contact charge density and partial 3d occupations reflect no discontinuity in passing from
the PM to the AFM regions.
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Table 1.

The partial 3d occupations (n^ , nr3B), the central atom
3d moment /IM, the NN atom moment ^NN, the NNN
atom moment ^NNN (a'l m Bohr magnetons), the valence
contact charge density p (in atomic units) and magnetic
hyperfine field Bu (in T) at the central vanadium site
versus the lattice constant a in (atomic units).

5.7 6.4 7.0 8.2

(fta)

p (a.u)

Bw (T)

O6 TW

2.94 2.91 2.58 1.95

0.01 1.79 -2.90 3.82

-0.00 -2 .62 3.80 4.00

0.01 3.32 3.90 4.00

5.19 3.94 2.99 2.50

-0 .2 -14.0 22.0 -2 .4

Figure Captions

Figure 1. The magnitudes of central atom magnetic moment
/i3d (empty squares symbols, continuous curve)
and hyperfine field Bhf (plus symbols, dashed
curve) scaled to unity versus the lattice constant

Figure 2. The local 3d density of states (DOS) at lattice con-
stants a=8.2, 7.0, 6.4 and 5.7 respectively. In each
DOS plot the upper curve represents positive spin
states while the lower represents the negative spin
states.

Figure 3. The contact charge density p (a.u) (square sym-
bols, continuous curve) and the partial occupa-
tions nxj, (plus symbols, dashed curve) and nc,
(triangle symbols, dashed-dotted curve) at the cen-
tral atom versus the lattice constant a. All quan-
tities are scaled to unity.
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Scaled density and partial occupations
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